AirPlus A.I.D.A. Virtual Payment.
The smarter way to manage your
corporate travel expenses.
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A.I.D.A. Virtual Payment allows you to
create single-use MasterCard numbers
on your computer or smartphone.
This award-winning payment solution
from AirPlus is the simple, secure
and convenient way to manage
your company’s travel expenses. It
transforms travel booking from the
payment stage through to reconciliation,
making life simpler for your business
and your employees.
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Making travel payments simple
We all know that business travel expenses can be a headache to manage and
reconcile. There are multiple suppliers to pay and the mass of different invoices are
hard to handle. Furthermore, there is even more administrative work involved since
travellers have to reclaim costs after using their own credit cards. This is not only
cumbersome for the traveller but also for your finance department. But there is a
better way – A.I.D.A. Virtual Payment.
With A.I.D.A. you generate 16-digit MasterCard numbers which are perfect to pay for
travel and entertainment expenses such as hotels and car hire. Each number expires
after use, making this a very secure method of payment. And as a centralised payment
solution, transactions are settled through the AirPlus Company Account and bundled
invoicing ensures that reconciliation is straightforward.
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The benefits at a glance.
It’s good for cashflow
> You benefit from a free credit line

It’s easy to use

> All transactions are billed centrally and summarised in a single invoice

> It only takes a few moments to generate a unique MasterCard number

It’s secure

> You can use it immediately or print it off for later use

> Each unique MasterCard number expires after use

> It’s perfect for hotel bookings and other travel expenses such as low
cost carriers and car rentals

> A.I.D.A. is certified with the highest security standards in the industry

It gives you more control
> You decide who in your business can generate MasterCard numbers
> Expenditure is limited to travel and entertainment

It’s transparent
> Rich travel data gives a clear picture of costs – up to 9 data fields per transaction
> This data can be used to manage your travel policy and in supplier negotiations

It simplifies reconciliation

It’s better for travellers

> A unique number for each transaction simplifies reconciliation

> Full travel insurance is included

> Enhanced travel data, such as your booking or reservation number,
allows you to allocate invoices to bookings easily

> Central billing and settling with A.I.D.A. makes filing travel expenses incredibly simple
> No more using a private credit card and claiming back expenses
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Your step-by-step guide to
using A.I.D.A. Virtual Payment.
Step1 – L og in your Business Travel Portal and
choose A.I.D.A. Virtual Payment
Step 2 – E
 nter your Company Account details you
want to settle A.I.D.A. transactions through
Step 3 – F
 ill in additional information on your booking for smooth
reconciliation and accounting
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Mobile A.I.D.A.
Making payments on the go
Mobile A.I.D.A. is the app that lets you generate
MasterCard numbers on your mobile. It offers all the
benefits of the A.I.D.A. Virtual Payments and works in
the same way, and your travellers can use it where and
when it suits them.

There in emergencies
If cash or credit cards are stolen on a business trip, for
example, Mobile A.I.D.A. gives your people instant credit
so they can keep paying for their travel expenses.

High levels of security
Step 4 – U
 se displayed credit card details for your booking

In developing Mobile A.I.D.A. we have placed the
highest priority on security. It can only be accessed by
authorised users and the system is password-protected
and highly encrypted.

Free and simple to access
Mobile A.I.D.A. is free and you can download it from the
App Store and Google Play. It is currently available for
iPhone iOS 4.3 and newer, and Android 4.0 and newer.

“We had bought block bookings at several hotels, 20 rooms per night for 30
or 60 nights in a row. Luckily those hotels accepted A.I.D.A. the virtual credit
card so we could arrange the payments for the guests. Asking them all to pay
separately would have been a challenge.”
Irma Rinkel, Travel Manager, Bluewater Energy Services

Ready to transform your travel payments?
A.I.D.A. really can transform the way you manage your travel expenses,
and it’s extremely easy to integrate into your current systems. To find out
more about our Virtual Payment solution and what it could do for your
business, please contact our team on the details below.

Airplus International
Level 3, 189 Kent St
Sydney, NSW 2000
Australia
T +61 (0)2 8324 5670
australia@airplus.com
www.airplus.com

